Enabling Accessibility at Accenture

Gabriel Martin: The CIO Accessibility Program is part of an Accenture Inclusion and Diversity agenda. We want all Accenture employees to interact with technology that's accessible regardless of your functional diversity.

Beatriz Garcia: Working in such a diverse team is very rewarding for me. According to the disability that each member of the team has. I have learned to value as well as raise awareness to create a more accessible world.

Angel Otero: The Disability Project is a good example of a dream come true for me because we are working on several tools to make accessible for people with disabilities.

Jesus Rodriguez: When we talk about accessibility we are really talking about talent. How to retain talented people, how to retain skilled people, how to get skilled people for continue working in our programs, in our projects for our customers.

Mahfud Chaaban: For me to work with people with disabilities is a great opportunity to see how we can interact with technology and how we can make it accessible to improve the life of the others. Each day is different and each day I learn something new.

Angel Otero: We have to join technology and accessibility and understand this as one pack to offer to our clients.

Gabriel Martin: We see accessibility as an opportunity to innovate and improve technology usability for everyone at Accenture.